
These drill requirements though well-meaning and needed will cause undue burden on the industry 
unless the wording is changed to reflect how our industry works: see Highlighted areas. 

• Table 197.220(f)—Drill Requirements 
Requirement Detail 

Ensure that each dive 
team member can 
perform his or her 
assigned dive team 
duties 

Drill at least once every 30 calendar days, before initiating a 
commercial diving operation at a new dive location, when adding a 
new member to the dive team, or whenever you change an 
emergency drill procedure or emergency response equipment 
described in the operations manual. Note: For each dive mode 
used, drill using the unique equipment, personnel, and operational 
procedures required by that mode. 

Diver recovery 

At least once every 90 days, drill on: (1) Deployment of standby 
divers; (2) recovery of a diver from depth to a decompression 
chamber and first aid station; and (3) for dive systems utilizing 
hyperbaric rescue chambers or hyperbaric rescue craft, a full launch 
and recovery drill at least every 90 days or when adding a new 
member to the dive team or when initiating a new dive location. 

Emergency rescue 

Drill at least once every 30 calendar days. Ensure that personnel 
can successfully deploy the equipment and perform the procedures 
described in the operations manual for emergency rescue (it is not 
necessary to deploy the emergency aviation resources or vessels 
required to transport divers to offsite medical facilities). 

 

 

John Roat
Sticky Note
You can not have Drills every time you move location. On some jobs you can move location a couple times a day.( Pick up anchors move to other end of pipeline etc.)I would suggest that: Each member of the dive crew for the "dive mode used" must have that drill every 30 days.   

John Roat
Sticky Note
"when adding a new member to the dive team" you can not launch the hyperbaric rescue chamber every time a dive team member is replaced. A dive team consist of Tenders, Divers, LST's, LSS's, Sat Techs, Supervisors and Superintendents. You will have 10 to 20 members of the Dive Crew per 12 hour shift; if you had to launch the chamber every-time some new team member came aboard you would be creating a job hazard and unnecessary ware and tare on the equipment. Not to mention added job coast. I would suggest: It must be launched at the start of a new job and every 90 days there after. Dive Crew must do launch drill (everything but launch) every 30 days"initiating a new dive location"   Should be changed to: Installed at a new dive location. Many systems are built in on DP Vessels and Barges. These can and may be required by the job to move "location" several times a day.
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